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SOUTH AFRICAN CIVIL AVIATION AUTHORITY 
 

ACCIDENT REPORT – EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 
Aircraft Registration  ZS-WNK Date of Accident 28 March 2005 Time of Accident 0750Z 

Type of Aircraft Windlass Trike Type of Operation Training 

Pilot-in-command Licence Type  Microlight Age 45 Licence Valid Yes 

Pilot-in-command Flying Experience  Total Flying Hours 172.5 Hours on Type 27.5 

Last point of departure  Jimmy’s Private Aerodrome (East of Hartebeespoort Dam) 

Next point of intended landing Cival’s Private Aerodrome (West of Hartebeespoort Dam) 

Location of the accident site with reference to easily defined geographical points (GPS readings if possible) 

On Southerly Runway at Cival’s Private Aerodrome. 

Meteorological Information Surface Wind: Light Westerly, Temperature: 15°C, Visibility: CAVOK  

Number of people on board 1 + 0 No. of people injured 0 No. of people killed 0 

Synopsis  

The pilot had completed his initial conversion training onto the aircraft type and was on his first 
solo flight from an aerodrome called Jimmy’s Private Airstrip to another private aerodrome Cival’s 
Private Airstrip.  According to the pilot the flight was uneventful, but when he landed on the 
Southerly runway at Cival’s Private Aerodrome, the aircraft veered off the runway to the right-hand 
side during the ground roll.  Approximately 25 m after the touch down point, the nose wheel 
entered a shallow trench in the grass-covered area next to the runway and the aircraft nosed over.
 
The pilot was not injured, but the aircraft was substantially damaged. 
 
The pilot was the holder of a valid Microlight Pilot License valid until 18 November 2005.  The 
aircraft type was not endorsed on his pilot license yet because he was completing the conversion 
training onto the aircraft type. 
 
The aircraft was registered in the name of the owner on 30 November 2004.  The Annual 
Inspection of the aircraft was certified on 20 November 2004 at 326 airframe hours and a Private 
Operation Authority to Fly was issued on 30 November 2004.  The aircraft accumulated a further 9 
airframe hours since the Annual Inspection was certified. 
  
The light westerly wind most probably did not have an effect on the aircraft veering off the runway 
as one would expect it rather to veer off the runway to the left-hand side, the only effect it could 
have had was an over-compensation by the pilot. 
Probable Cause  

The pilot was unable to maintain directional control of the aircraft during the landing and veered of 
the right-hand side of the runway. 
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